
Andi Lovetto
Software Developer
719-427-9927 • andilovetto@gmail.com • linkedin • github

SKILLS
__________________________________________________________________________________
Languages/frameworks: Ruby | Rails | HTML | SQL |CSS | ActiveRecord
Testing: RSpec | Postman | Test Driven Development | VCR
Tools/Workflow: TDD| BDD | Git |GitHub | Rest APIs
Currently learning: Rails

SOFTWARE PROJECTS
__________________________________________________________________________________

Label Lens (group) |FE: Repo BE: Repo | Tech: Ruby, Rails, HTML, CSS, Javascript, RSpotify
Created and developed a Rails application facilitating music discovery, providing users with curated playlists
of albums by the same record label as the selected album.

● Managed project development and organization and maintained detailed project documentation.
● Adhered to Ruby convention with proper syntax, implementation of Facade Design pattern and

CRUD functionality, and thorough review of PRs prior to approval.

GearUP (group) GitHub Organization | Tech: GraphQL, Rails, Ruby, Postgresql, VCR, Postman
Built a crowdfunding full stack application using GraphQL and Rails for artists to request supplies needed
for their next project. GearUp allows users to create accounts and make posts, and allows donors the
opportunity to make a difference by donating to an art project.

● Problem-solved, debugged, and overcame group blockers through diligent research of unfamiliar
errors.

● Focused group energy on achieving minimal viable product.

RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE
__________________________________________________________________________________

Land Title Guarantee Company, Denver, CO 2018 – 2023
Title Examiner

● Led the commercial department’s transition from paper-based to digital information processing by
implementing changes in the searching role, ensuring a seamless shift to paperless processes.

● Managed end-to-end organization, search, and meticulous evaluation of 400+ properties, resulting
in a successful $200 million deal acquisition and the establishment of a long-term client relationship,
showcasing strong time management, organizational skills, and attention-to-detail.

EDUCATION
__________________________________________________________________________________

Turing School of Software and Design, ACCET Accredited Program - Certificate of Completion 2023
An immersive 7.5-month program involving over 1500 hours dedicated to becoming a software-ready
engineer focused on Object-Oriented Programming, Test-Driven-Development, an Agile workflow, developer
empathy, and accessibility for all users through project-based learning, professional development, and
coursework.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrea-lovetto/
https://github.com/andilovetto
https://github.com/DavisWeimer/label_lens_fe
https://github.com/Daniel-Gallagher92/label_lens_be
https://github.com/gearup-2305

